
IMPORTANT: MODBUS access has changed in v6.10r32 and later. ModWeigh v6.10r32
changes the default settings for MODBUS access to 2143 byte order and base 1 addressing,
which are the modicon defaults. This is compatible with v6.09 and earlier versions. For
releases of V6.10 with a release of r31 or less the default was 4321 byte order and base 0
addressing. The settings for this are under Q2504 Modbus. These settings can be tested
using Q25040 modbus status. More information can be found at
https://ak.emc.co.nz/modweigh/downloads/ModWeigh%20MODBUS.pdf

https://ak.emc.co.nz/modweigh/downloads/ModWeigh%20MODBUS.pdf


Register addressing
A register in MODBUS is two bytes (a word). Therefore a register address is addressing 2 bytes or 1
word. A real (float) number is 4 bytes or 2 words so it occupies two register addresses, for example
8000 and 8001.

Coil and Register address base

Base 0 Default for v6.10 units up to
v6.10r31.
NB: Units upgraded from older
versions will not change.

Coil and Register addresses are put directly onto
the wire with no change. The new setting Q25043
modbus address base is used to control this.

Base 1 Default up to v6.09 units and
v6.10r32 onwards.

Coil and Register addresses are put onto the wire
with an offset of 1. So address 1 becomes 0 on
the wire. This is the modicon default.

Real (float) number byte order

High Endian
(4321)

Default for v6.10 units up to
v6.10r31.
NB: Units upgraded from
older versions will not change.

The order of bytes in a 32 bit real (float) number
is 4321. The new setting Q25042 modbus word
order is used to control this.

High endian,
Word swap
(2143)

Default up to v6.09 units and
v6.10r32 onwards.

The order of bytes in a 32 bit real (float) number
is 2143. The words (2 bytes each) are swapped.
This is the modicon default.

Testing MODBUS

From ModWeigh v6.10r32 onwards the new setting Q25040 modbus status is available.


